Allow for styling of the page name in a link to a non-existent page

Currently in tiki when a link to a non-existent page is made, the page name is not styled or in any way distinguishable in the HTML and a link is only around a following hard-coded question mark. What I would like to see is to change it so that the page name is in fact the link text and the appearance can be styled via CSS. This would allow a particular theme to use the question mark indicator or a Mediawiki-style "red link" or some other styling for these "edit new page" links.

Solution
added possibility to style via css, see comments

Importance
8
Priority 72

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance

Ticket ID 4404

Created Saturday 13 April, 2013 23:44:13 GMT-0000

LastModif Thursday 29 December, 2016 00:37:24 GMT-0000

Comments

DavidBright 08 Jul 13 12:47 GMT-0000

I don't see any evidence of a fix, nor any comment indicating why this shouldn't be done, so I am reopening.

Marc Laporte 08 Jul 13 22:53 GMT-0000

I also increased importance and ease scores.

Marc Laporte 12 Aug 14 00:21 GMT-0000

if I am on doc.tiki.org and there is a link to dev, it should the red of the dev site

gezza 29 May 15 16:32 GMT-0000

r55598 should address this, still need to add some default styling to base less file using class "wikinew" to distinguish links to nonexisting pages from existing pages

gezza 30 May 15 10:23 GMT-0000

thanks to chibaguy styling is sorted with r55603
Added class="text-danger" to a.wikinew, to give a color (red by
default in Bootstrap, but varies as appropriate for theme palette) to
distinguish links to nonexistent pages. Can be overridden by defining
.wikinew.text-danger in stylesheet or custom CSS.

DavidBright 29 Dec 16 00:38 GMT-0000

I retested on a current show instance and the request has been implemented, so I
closed this tracker item.

Attachments

<table>
<thead>
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<th>filename</th>
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</thead>
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<td></td>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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</tbody>
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